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Trust within local government - Politicians and Chief Officers



Trust with residents  

Trust – and its absence – preoccupies and concerns us. Trust knits 
society together and makes it possible for people to get on with their 
everyday lives.

Without it, society would become impossible.

Will Hutton



Trust using Concepts & Technology – A Few Examples

How do we give accurate data that is secure
to the right people at the right time in the 
right location?

A 2017 study by the UK Information Commissioner's Office1

found that only 49% of Britons trusted national government 
departments and organizations to store their personal data



Building Trust – Utopia or Dystopia Standards

Dystopia –all speaking different 
digital languages

Utopia – a joined system



Building Trust – Funding for Discovery and Collaboration



Trust with our employees 

Give People Time 
to Innovate
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Some inspiration on ‘building trust’ to scale and maximise impact of data





Digital Trialling Framework: 
monitoring policy trials in 
near-real time for timely 
data-driven decisions

Tetyana Mykhaylyk, Head of Sheffield Data Science Hub



Outline

• What data do we have?

• Challenges and opportunities

• Evaluating a trial: traditional approach 

• Can we monitor and evaluate a trial differently?

• What we’ve done

• What we’ve learned



What data do we have?

• Large amount of data

• Huge volumes of complex data & interactions

• Continuously updated service 



Challenges …

• Highly skilled data scientists, data engineers, developers, etc. needed

• Data structured with the end user  and operations in mind

• Data support service in real time 

• Complexity of the data



... and opportunities

• Real time information is available

• It is updated frequently

• The information is detailed



Evaluating a trial: traditional style 

• Traditional policy making has seen evaluation as an ex-post activity

• Evaluation in modern policy making is much more than traditional ex-post 
evaluation

• Piloting can play a key role in the evaluation process

• Long time lag between a start and evaluation results



Why new ways of evaluation are needed

• Timely

• Agile

• Fast and dynamic world



Can we monitor and evaluate a trial 
differently?

We can try and develop a robust mechanism collecting data, transforming them 
into features, and providing information about trial’s performance:

• in real-time

• or at least near-real-time

• allowing agile business decisions prior to the final evaluation



Why it’s challenging

We need to digitally know who is on a trial and who is in a control group

We need to make sure that the distribution between the two groups is not 
biased

We need to make sure that we get and monitor the correct (!) features:
• working with customers to identify success criteria for a trial
• finding the right information to create features reflecting the evaluation 

criteria



What we have done?

A robust semi-automated, repeatable data pipeline that produces a canonical 
dataset on demand containing the agreed features

A Trial Monitoring Tool that visualises the critical behaviours and success 
measures

Still a proof of concept…
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What we have learned

• Collaboration with the stakeholders to understand their needs

• We need to invest [a lot of] time to understand the data due to its complexity! 
But it pays off.

• The new agile way of monitoring trials is the future!





NHS Digital Data Processing Services
Transforming the way we work with data to 
improve health and care
UKAuthority, 11 October 2019

Graham Spearing
Product Manager



Our mission
To harness the power of 
information and technology
to make health and care better

Our role
The national information and 
technology partner to the 
health and care system
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Product 
Development

Data, Insights
& Statistics

Platforms & 
Infrastructure

Live 
Services

How we work…

Our vision is to improve the 
nation’s health and well-being, 
while contributing to GDP, 
through innovative uses of 
data

 Leading the market
 Driving demand
 Innovating together
 Commanding trust
 Providing recognised expertise

https://digital.nhs.uk/dis
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Adding value across a “learning health system”…
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The Data Processing Service is now live

Secure, internet-facing data collection portal: to collect data from providers and provide 
data quality feedback

Strategic master person service: to improve the quality of person matching and facilitate 
improved data linkage

Modern, cloud-based data access environment: to provide secure, remote access to data 
held by NHS Digital

Modern, cloud-based data processing platform: to standardise the processing of data 
collected by NHS Digital

Strategic de-identification/re-identification solution: to provide consistent de-
identification and controlled linkage and re-identification of data, for use in the DPS and 
across the NHS
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Faster access to data that is…

More timely TransparentHigh qualityBetter-linkedSecure

whilst benefitting from…
DARS integration – simplifying governance
 Interrogation and analysis tools – more functionality
 ‘Bring Your Own Data’ capability – greater utility

Providing our customers with…
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A modern data platform…

DPS portal

Data processing, 
master person 
and de-id/re-id 

services

Data access 
environment

DPS

Data Acquisition Data 
Optimisation

Insights & Statistics

Data Access

NHS Digital Data, Insights & Statistics

Collect Process Utilise  

Delivering modern data processing services to significantly enhance our ability to increase the 
security, reduce the cost and increase the efficiency of our data services; and, ultimately, to deliver 
faster and higher quality information and insights to customers to improve health and care 
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How you access the data - Data Access Environment
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Data Access Tools
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SQL

Currently

Later this year



Protecting people’s data…
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Where we are now

• Historic HES Data
• Mental Health
• Maternity
• Primary Care Medicines
• Secondary Care Medicines
• IAPT
• Community
• PROMS
• DIDS
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• 111 Pathways
• SUS+ Hospital CDS & AHAS (HES)
• Emergency Care Dataset
• GP Appointments
• ONS Births & Deaths
• PLICS – Acute, Amb, IAPT, MH
• Aggregate datasets
• More…
• Other sources of data…



University of Oxford, Million Women Study 
The largest study of its kind in the world carrying out research on the cohort for over 20 
years
Main focus is on the effects of hormone replacement therapy, but the large cohort enables 
the study of a very broad range of health issues 
Study findings have influenced national policy, including recommendations on the 
prescribing and use of hormone replacement therapy 

Imperial College London, Small Area Health Statistics Unit
Internationally recognised research into environmental health 
Assesses the risk to the health of the population from environmental factors at a small area 
scale
Work includes substantive epidemiological enquiries of environmental health problems and 
methodological research
Studies have produced over 200 peer reviewed publications 

University of Bristol, Children of the 90s/Avon Longitudinal study of parents and 
children
World leading birth cohort study, charting the health of 14,500 families in the Bristol area
Provides a uniquely rich resource for studying environmental and genetic factors that affect 
a person’s health and development. 
Over 1,500 academic papers published 

Our data supports…
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Blue Alberta Skies
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DPS Technical Product Roadmap – October to March 2020

Incremental Development
• MH Data improvements
• Data Access Environment Front 

Page Accessibility compliance

• Increase the variety of data formats that 
Data Managers can manage on the new 
Platform:

• IAPT v2 MDB CSV, JSON Lines formats
• IG Policy Enhancements

Oct 19

Nov 19

Q4 19/20

Dec 19
Q4 19/20

DM Toolkit – Increased Range of InputsDM Toolkit – Aggregate Data

Sep 19

Product Developments
• Primary Care Medications Data Testing
• Consume CRM metadata for user/view set up
• ‘Bring Your Own Data’ Discovery
• R-Studio available in DAE
• MPS and De-ID as a service for NHSD
• DAE Enhancements based on feedback from user 

groups
Nov 19

DM Toolkit – Identifiable Data
• Enabling NHSD Data 

Managers to manage 
identifiable data through 
the new service

• Enabling NHSD Data Managers to 
manage aggregate data through the new 
service

Q4 19/20

Onboarding Data & Product Developments
• Onboarding CSDS, IAPT
• Tableau available in DAE
• MHMDS YTD Submissions
• Apply NDOP suppressions to disseminations
• Enhance user administration on DPS Portal
• Strategic BYOD - customer load of Cohort data
• DPS Portal supports generic collection submissions
• DARS / CRM integration - data minimisation and requests
• Public Library with processing rules and greater monitoring

• Maternity SNOMED derivations
• AHAS (HES data) feed to DPS
• Historic HES linking to AHAS

Product Developments

DM Toolkit – Providing data into DAE
• Promoting data into DAE for customers
• Publishing DPS Rules for customers
• Customising notifications
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Connect with us

@nhsdigital
company/nhs-digital
www.digital.nhs.uk
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Q&A 
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